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Thursday May 10, 1990

While some students go home
for Mother's Day, others will welcome their parents to Central for
this year's Parents' Weekend.
The celebration's theme is "A
Sense of Central."
A 1OK run, a dance, a golf tournament and a riverfloat are among
the activities on this year's agenda.
An assortment of "mini classes"

Central Washington University

taught by CWU professors are
scheduled for Saturday afternoon.
Professors hope the classes will give
parents a better idea of what topics
and technology Central offers its
students.
Comedian Mike Neun is the
weekend's headline entertainer.
Neun will perform Saturday at 8
p.m. in the SUB Theater. Tickets

are available at the SUB informaA medievel fair is also planned
tion booth.
in conjuction with Parents' WeekSunday's activities will begin with end by students and citizens of
a Mother's Day brunch on campus neighboring communities.
and the announcement of Central' s · Authentic jousting, medieval
outstanding students.
music and a sale of old-time wares
At noon Sunday, a jazz concert in will take place Saturday from noon
Hertz Recital Hall will give parents to 5 p.m. in Kamola Hall's courtan example of Central's jazz pro- yard (See related stories on pages 3
gram.
and 10).

New bike rack should ease pedestrian, space hassles
by TOM MACARTHUR
Staff Writer

Central officials, in response to
recent student complaints regarding the lack of bike rack space
near the SUB, have added another rack to the west side of the
building.
"We've added one additional
rack to the west side of the SUB,"
said Bill Engel, maintenance
supervisor of the grounds department. "The new rack is a little
different style (than the old ones).
We ordered about a half-dozen of
the new racks."
The lack of rack space has
caused increased congestion
around the SUB area. This has
forced students to chain bikes to
the hand rails, which Engel feels
is both illegal and dangerous for
pedestrians.
"Our goal is to provide enough
racks for everyone to use," Engel
said. Overflow congestion from
the west side of the SUB has
caused problems on the east side,
which has only one rack.

Because of lack of space on the racks, many cyclists park their bikes on the handrails. These mountain bikes
are just a few of those parked near the east entrance of the SUB. (photo by Greg Sparling)
"The east side can only handle
one rack," Engel .said. "We try to

place the racks out of the way of
foot traffic and the visually im-

paired. The east side also does not
have the space the west side has."

Chairmen concerned about provost's style
by MIKE BUSH
Staff Writer

Department chairs and program
directors met with CWU President
Donald Garrity on Thursdayto voice
concerns about Provost Robert Edington.
"Some of the chairs feel that
there's been a lack of communication between department chairs and
people higher up in the university,"
said William Barker, biology department chairman.
The special meeting, attended by
30 faculty members, was more of
an "informational" gathering to

allow department heads to air their
feelings about the provost rather
than take any kind of official action,
Geography and Land Studies Chairman Kenneth Hammond said.
According to Hammond, the discussion centered on the "substance
and sty le" with which Edington conducts university business, rather
than any tangible wrongdoings.
Chairpersons were reluctant to
talk about the matter, saying most
feel that going public with it would
put "undue pressure on the president to take action," Communication Department Chairman Corwin
King said.

Hammond echoed that concern,
saying only that "we agreed to keep
the matter in-house so as not to turn
it into a bigger issue than it really
is."
While philosophy department
Chairman Chester Keller said before the meeting there was "logically a possibility" that a vote of
"no confidence" could be taken,
Hammond said "no such vote was
taken, nor was it planned."
He went on to say Garrity would
"investigate some concerns" of the
faculty and give them a response
later.
Edington declined to comment.

CWU Provost Robert Edington

Nicholson is leaving his options open, at least for now
Former men's basketball coach
Dean Nicholson has apparently been
asked to ,release a statement saying
he does not want his job back.
Nicholson said the request came
from CWU Vice President of University Relations and Development
Larry Lium.
Despite rumors that he may soon
have another job, Nicholson said it

wouldn't be fair to his supporters to
give up yet; since fans and friends
put out such an effort to reinstate
him.
Nicholson has been mentioned as
a possible candidate for the Topeka,
Kan., Sizzlers head coaching job in
the Continental Basketball Association.
The sale of the team to lawyers

Bob WilsonandBrooksEllison was
final last week and they are expecting to move the team to Yakima.
Final negotiations for the use of
the Sun Dome in Yakima are expected to be completed this week
with a news conference possibly on
Monday.
Nicholson has met with Ellison,
who will be the general manager,

and has talked with Wilson on the
phone regarding the job.
Nicholson's lawyer submitted a
letter rescinding his April 2 resignation to the university.
Nicholson resigned from his
coaching position effective immediately and retired from his teaching position effective at the end of
spring quarter.
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Surprise visitor refuses to leave without beer
A Brooklane Village woman
was allegedly verbally and physically harassed May 1 by a man
who walked into her apartment
without knocking and refused to
leave, a campus police report said.
According to the woman, the
man came to her apartment the
night before, walked in without
knocking and became verbally
abusive. She told the officer that
at one point the man pushed her
up against a wall and tried to kiss
her while pushing his body
against hers.
The report said the woman told
the man repeatedly to leave, but
he got belligerent and refused.
The woman said the man kept
asking for his "last beer."
The man left 40 minutes later
when his roommate came to the
apartment to persuade him to
leave.
The report did not say if the
woman knew the man, however,
the woman said the man had done

the same thing before.
The report said the woman was
concerned for the safety of her
and her son because the man had
been drinking.
The officer advised the woman
to call the police if the man returned.
A pheasant flew into and broke
a window in the Anderson Apartment complex Thursday, a
campus police report said.
The responding officer called a
tradesperson to board up the window. The dead pheasant was disposed of.
One man was arrested early
Saturday morning for allegedly
stealing the chrome tire valve
caps and breaking into a car. He
was apparently trying to steal the
radio, a campus police report
said.
Three officers responded to a
possible vehicle prowl in

A CAMPUS COPS
by JONATHAN MODIE
progress in the I-15 parking lot.
The officers witnessed a man
crouching next to a row of cars.
He appeared to be trying to
conceal himself as the officers approached, the report said.
When the officers questioned
the man, he gave a false name.
The officers found four chrome
tire valve caps in the man's
possession.
The man was questioned
further, according to the report,
and was read his rights. He

LINDER CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE
Dr. Maynard Linder

Dr. Sandy Linder

Dr. Myron Linder

Staff Writer

eventually gave his real name.
The officers saw that the stereo
was partially removed and the
valve caps missing from the tires
of the nearby car. The man then
admitted he had removed the
caps. A cassette carrier containing seven tapes was also found
outside the car.
A secondz man was seen running from the same area. According to the report, he said he
ducked down because he was
throwing a beer can under a car.

When asked why he ran away, he
said he saw the officers and
"freaked."
The man was released, but was
questioned again the next day. He
said he and the first man had entered a vehicle with a coat hanger
and unsuccessfully attempted to
remove its radio, the report said.
The first man also said the two
broke into the car with a coat hangar, and added that the other suspect tried to remove the radio
while he acted as a lookout, the
report said.
The first man was arrested and
cited in connection with vehicle
prowl and theft and booked into
the Kittitas County Jail. The
second man was cited via a court
summons in connection with
possible vehicle prowl and theft.

THE ONE &ONLY

BUZZARD® IS NOW
.atlER THAN MRI

Largest Chiropractic center in
Kittitas County
Emergency care available
Chiropractic care for sport related injuries
Try our 16 oz.
Blizzard® flavor
treat.
It's on sale .

located next to campus
962-2570
1011 N. Alder, Ellensburg
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Windfest blows through town this ·weekend
.

.

According to Janet Golladay, cochairperson of this year's Windfest,
this year's theme is ''A Taste of
Kittitas County" and the event is
twice as large as last year's because
the townspeople have become more
involved.
Golladay said the city was looking for a way to provide some entertainment for Central's Parents'
Weekend and decided to have an
arts and crafts fair. There will be 40
booths with various crafts and foods
for sale.
Windfest, named after the notorious gusts that whip through town, is

by TONY NELSON
Staff Writer

Ellensburg residents will celebrate
the ~ity' s third.annual Windfest gala
this Mother's Day weekend.
This year's celebration will last a
day longer than last year's. It will
also cover an additional city block.
The Ellensburg Chamber of
Commerce Business Planning
Committee will sponsor the event
this year. The committee sold booth
space on downtown streets and
sidewalks to residents of Kittitas
County in preparation for the gala.

an attempt to give the parents a feel
for what Ellensburg is all about,
Golladay said.
"Hopefully the weather won't
help the event live up to its name,"
Golladay said.
One of the highlights of the celebration is a historical tour of eight
ofEllensburg' s oldest buildings, one
of which is the only structure to

survive the fire of 1889, Golladay
said.
Ellensburg' s Table Mountain
Gang will perform a stage coach
robbery in front of the Rotary Pavilion Saturday afternoon. Fourth
Avenue will be closed off from Pearl
to Ruby Street during the event.
There will be a variety of dancers
and musicians performing through-

out the weekend, including two
precision kite flying teams.
A brunch on the Spirit of Washington dinner train will be raffled
off Sunday afternoon, along with a
stayatMurphy'sBedandBreakfast
and various other prizes.
Festivities will run 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. Saturday and I 0 a.m. to 4 p.m.
on Sunday.

Treat Mom to
her own
personalized
Central Sweatshirt

From The Desk of Bart Simpson
Sunday is Mother's Day!
·Jerrol's own
select line of
J ansport active apparel
offers Mom a wide selection o
colors and graphics
to choose from.

Things to do...

Spiff up mom's car
Select mom's annual coffee mug
Pick up mom's fresh rose & vase $5.99
Grab my neon squeeze bottle $1.69
Chauffeur mom by Ken's for her FREE gift of
Honey Hill frozen yogurt in
a homemade waffle cone!

·IJ:! errol's
i
'I

Ken's Auto Washes
1Oth & Alder -

21 O S. Main

Hey dudes! you can save time too, by stopping at
Ken's for all your Mother's Day gift items .

I[1j :I~ ~ ~ f(~I: I ~ iI:
11

111 E. 8th

1'.

925-9851

Open 7 days a week
Friday 8 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sunday .10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Mon.-Thurs. 8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
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~the ~mputer you need to

succeed mtlie real world and a
chance to use it there.
Ifs e;L'i\: lust trrnur Rd \\iirltl 1lt'mo on a \lacirnosh •
computer l<; t;rller . ~)pll'·s Real \forltl Sweepstakes.
If y11u ·rl' or1t· 11f 1-i c;rand f~·ize winners. you ·11 get t11
spt'nd a \\l>rk this summer at the organi1;1tion ,~· your choice
listed helm\: \\·here y1>1.dl see \lacirnosh computers hard at
work. :\ml when you get home. you can use your mm ne\\'
\lacilltosh SE ,)Oto \\Tile ~mr resume and fr~low-up letters.
There \rill also he 20 first Prize \\'inners who will
n·ce1rt' .\lacmtosh SE computers and l.000 Second Prize
w11111ers who will get Aj~)le»T·shirtli

)in1 rt :1lly cm.t lose if you conw in :111d gl't your
hamb 011 a \lacintosh tod:t\: lkcause once mu do. \ou ·11
see how e:L'Y it is to use and h1>w much <>lll'.C<lllld d;, l(ir
mu rnl\\:
· . foli°ll appreciate the ralue of a \larintosh rnmputt•r
afier you leare c:unpus and head out into the real \\'orld.
too. But don·t take our word for it. (:onw in :tnd trr :t
\lacintosh and see tor \oursdf And 11 \OU
win the Grand Prize. ~i>u.11 he seeing the
real world sooner than \ou thmk
~
1

Call your campus
II Apple/Macintosh
~~~~~:~~~~~:g~~=k~j-ll,-:
representative:
Enter April 23rd-May 11th at the
University Store
St>t' rnur Campus Computt'r Ht>st>lld 'ti>r Swt'l'pstakt>s Hub and Ht'gulat1011~
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James Koch
962-3707

Apple's Real World Sweepstakes
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Apple Computer, Inc.
C(XT)pt.4et r.Jarkertng a."IO Man a ~mflflf
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BBDO

Americal Express Publishing Corporation
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Cadets spend time in field
by J.R. WALKER
Staff Writer

Central's Anny ROTC students
spent the weekend doing field training exercises that included flying in
helicopters and firing M-16 rifles.
Military science students from
Central and Big Bend Community
College participated in the Spring
Field Training Exercise, or FTX.
They flew to the Y akimafiring range
in Chinook helicopters Friday evening.
The next morning, the students

CP&PC News

were taken to a range to fire fullyautomatic M-16s.
"I loved it. It's a feeling of power,"
freshman Sheli Lynn Petersen said.
.The students also fired an M-60
weapon and climbed inside tanks
and Cobra helicopters.
Participants wore full gear during
the FTX despite the 85 degree
weather.
"It was really hot. We felt like
lizards," Petersen said.
After spending a day in the heat
and eating meals made from dehydrated food, the MS I's and II' s

_...
...
ii§iijDfM'MHPihriiLiif I
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i

Seniors and grad students, stop ~
by the Career Planning and Placement Center to make sure your
placement file is complete, complete a mailing card if you wish to
be notified of openings (those who ~
will leaving the Ellensburg area),
and to tell the office if you have ~
~
accepted a position.
~
School district and campus inter~
views (sign-up posted two weeks in
~
advance of campus visit):
May 11 --:- U.S. Defense Con- ~
tract Audit Agency. Acct. majors, ~
~
min 2.9 GPA. Auditor trainees.
May 14 - Juneau School Dis- ~
trict - Special Education open- ~
ings. Group meeting for those un.:.
able to interview.
May 15 -AC&S Corporation. ~
Const. Mgt. Majors. Estimators.
Summer camp jobs: Camp Four ~
Echoes at Lake Coeur D'Alene. ~
Tomorrow, Camp Four Echoes will
have a rep. on campus to interview. ~
Interview schedule is posted at ~
CP&PC.

Central Intelligence Agency

_

I
~
;111111

Call Iris, THE OFFICE ASSISTANT at 925-6872.

I~
I
~
~

Submit a letter of application to Gil Neal, The Observer adviser
Bouillon 24:3 by May 25.

THE SUB

~GAMESROOM

~ •
~
•
~ •
~
••
~ •
•
•
••
~
•••
~ •
~~
••
•
~ •
•
~

Applicants must be U.S. citizens and undergo an extensive
background investigation. Most positions are entry level

~

I

encournge.

applications from U.S. citizens regardless of race,
handicap, national origin, religion, or sex.

;111111

For further information, see our literature in your campus
placement center. To apply, write to this address and
enclose a current resume:
I

The Observer

You can make money, build your portfolio and meet new
people.
Positions open: Editor • Managing Editor • Scene Editor
• Sports Editor • Photo Editor • Copy Editor •
Production Manager

;111111

Candidates must have at least a Bachelor's degree in a
relevant discipline; for analyst positions, a Master's degree
is preferred. Good oral and written skills are a must:
minimumGPAis3.0.

: ~:::::::::::~:::::~

Get involved, be a part of

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
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•
~
•
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~
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Are you looking for a career where your hard work wil1
make a difference'! The CIA seeks applicants in the
following disciplines:
• Computer Science
• Economic Analysis
• Electrical Engineering
• International Relations I Liberal Arts

~

;111111

~

<~J
~

;111111

;111111

~

..,.,t\.~ICt.it:,.

I~
I

RESUMES,
REPORTS,
MAIL-MERGE LETTERS.

(freshmen and sophomores) returned to Ellensburg in helicopters.
The Ill's and IV's (upperclassmen) stayed the entire weekend
doing tactical maneuvers. Seven I's
and II' s stayed to act as opposition
forces.
Students could participate in the
FTX in place of taking their military science final. The FTX also
served as an opportunity for students to try something new.
"Some people had never even
been in uniform," Petersen said.
"Everyone loved it."

;111111

Personnel Representative
P.O. Box 2147, Dept OY14
Seattle, WA 98111-2147

~

•••

•
•
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•
••
•
•
•
•••
: INVITES YOU TO JOIN THEIR ••
••
,,
••
•
•

................................. ..........................................
: POOL TOURNAMENTS!:
MAY SPECIAL
•
••
•
~

FREE:

~

1 pair Winkies
1 oz. tanning accelerator

Singles- May 15th at 6 p.m. •••
•

•

Doubles - May 22nd at 6 p.m.:

with purchase of 20 tans at $50

eQl)Y JAN

•
•

420 N. Pin
925-772

•
••
•

For more information stop by the SUB Games Roo~

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

GROCERY

Mother's Day Special

~-

;; • i

'READY TO EAT

-

25¢ yogurt cones
for all mothers

~erese
ART SHOW
Greg Bjordahl
Drawings and paintings
Through the month of May
Open 9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Monday thru Saturday
Noon to 4 p.m. Sundays

204 E. 4th

962~2375

with coupon
plus tax

Mon. thru Sat., 7a.m. to 1Op.m.

Mother's Day
8th & Chestnut

Sunday 9a.m. to 1Op.m.
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increases recreational area
unsightly and almost impossible to
maintain," Engel said. "The main
thing that brought it (the project)
about was that it was a pain to try to
get the weeds out of there and we
couldn't get any machines up there.
"We'll be laying sod, so it'll be a
lot more functional for people living in dorms there."
The project extends from Chestnut Mall to the foot bridge north of
Quigley Hall.
Sod and trees will be supplied by
the university's B rooklane sod farm.
Engel said contractors will plant
seasonal trees varyin$ from maple

to mountain ash to oak.
Bidding for a contractor to finish
planting trees and laying down extra
sod will begin soon, Engel said.
The top of the bank is level to
allow lawnmowers to service the
area. A rock retaining wall near the
footbridge will keep the bank from
sliding into the service drive area
and also help keep the bank level.
"Once we put sod down, we just
have to mow it once a week and
water it, and we '11 get a good turf
going," Engel said. "If the campus
looks nice, it's just a more pleasing
place to be around."

Fantastic Friday Find
Save 25o/o on N~ghtshirts
Friday May 11 only

Small Nachos
or

114 lb. Hot Dog

Eighth & Main

...

Tenth St.

100 % LIVE Instruction
for the November 1990

Come join us for Windiest
May12 & 13
"

CPA Exam
Our .42 class program is offered in
Bellevue beginning June 3.

ruoos
·

with $1 O or more purchase

Sat. & Sun. only

For further
information call:

PROFESSIONAL

(206) 624-0716

EDU CATI ON

(509) 459-3686

PROGRAMS. LID.

FREE EARRINGS!

925-3102

M-F 9:30-6
Sat. 9:30-5:30
Sun.10-4

DR. DON A. CHILDRESS
KITTITAS VALLEY CHIROPRACTIC
502 N. Ruby
Ellensburg,, WA 98926
(509) 962-9796

Specializing in
Sports ,Medicine

ALL NEW SALAD BAR
(with hot entrees)

Located one block north of Safeway

HISTORIC
ELLENSBURG
WINDFEST

LUNCH

DINNER

Tuesday-Saturday
11 a.m.-3 p.m.

Tuesday-Thursday 5 p.m.-9 p.m.
Saturday 5 p.m.-10 p.m.
Sunday 5 p.m.-9 p.m.
Brunch 11 a.m.-3 p.m.
-Closed Monday-

---------------,

10% Discount I
on any food :
•
I
items
:
1

Day-long Entertainment
3 p.m. - Kite Stunts

Sunday 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
A Taste of Kittitas County Food & Craft Booths
Day-long Entertainment
2p.m. - Precision Kite
Demo- Jr. High

w/student ID
I
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _I

Espresso
Bar
w/ fresh daily
pastries

Come in as you are, we have no
dress code

925-2222

Chestnut and 8th
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Speech still required for spring and summer grads
by_TONY NELSON
Staff Writer

Central students who plan to
graduate this spring or summer are
still obligated to take communications 110 and 110.1, Dean ofUndergraduate Studies Donald Schliesman said.
Even though the course will no
longer be a basic and breadth .requirement beginning fall 1990, it

remains listed as such in the catalog.
Students returning in the fall may
waive Com 110 and 110.1 if they
have already taken English 102.
"This is the one time where there
may be a break for somebody, because they hadn't yet taken a
course," Schliesman said.
Students who waive the speech
requirement will need to take three
more elective credits to fulfill the

180-credit requirement for graduation, Schliesman said.
Faculty Senate voted at its last
meeting to eliminate the speech
requirement and replace it with a
program called "Speaking and
Writing Across the Curriculum."
"The general education committee came to the conclusion that there
probably are better ways of helping
students learn how to express their
ideas orally," Schliesman said. "It

would probably be more effective if
students were required to speak
more frequently in more courses
than they do now."
Schliesman said someone will be
hired, at least on a part-time basis;
to coordinate the plans for the program. The program will encourage -

faculty in all departments to create
more in-class speaking opportunities for students.
Schliesman believes the program
will prosper in the upper-division
courses because their enrollment is
smaller than basic and breadth
courses.

Engineers assess McConnell's condition
Engineers have been hired to
assess the structural problems of
McConnell Auditorium, said Bill
Ross·, director of facilities planning
and construction.
Ross said the Department o~
Labor and Industries already corrected the auditorium's safety problems. These included unsafe handrails and old toe guards for construction workers.

The problems which are being
assessed now are the structural
concerns voiced by Mark Zetterberg of the drama department.
Engineers will decide ifZetterberg' s
concerns are valid.
Engineers will also decide what
repairs, if any, are necessary. They
will then submit a complete report
to Ross.
Ross said if repairs look simple,

Interested in a
Career in
Teaching?

lllllilJJllllllllll

work could begin as early as this
sunimer. If the repairs are major,
however, Ross said the entire auditorium may have to be torn down
and rebuilt properly.
Ross said if McConnell Auditorium has to be rebuilt from the
ground up, the repair process might
·not begin for years because the funds
may not be available.

· 20o/o off all hair care
products
HAIRCARE&.
TANNING STUDIO

WE SPECIALIZE IN
MAKING YOU
LOOK GOOD!

. · $3.00 off haircut or
perm
101 N. Mainl

.

925-4247

L--------------------~

LET'SSTUDY ABROAD!
Explore another country and .culture
Brochures for the 1990-91 European quarterly programs are NOW
available .
Earn 15 CWU credits while studying in London, England;
Cologne, Germany; or Avigon, France. There is also a site
in Siena, Italy.

The Evergreen State College is now accepting applications for its Master In Teaching program.
If you have a bachelor of arts or science, with
strong liberal arts breadth and depth, you may qualify.
Classes begin in September.
Admission is selective.
Program size is limited.

Call Evergreen's
Teacher Ed. office,
(206) 866-6000, ext.
6341 or ~181.

Room, board, tuition and local excursions in one package! Your financial aid may be used in some cases.
Contact: Nomi Pearce, Office of International Programs,
Barge 308, Phone 963-3612.

lfAeEW lHEFiNl8H
WITH ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS

, Coupon

Casa de Blanca

$1° ~!~HIS
0

COUPON ,·
Enter Our Sweepstakes Today And Finish At
The Most Exciting Race In Europe ... The Tour De France!
As you race to the finish of the school yea~.
be sure to enter our "RACE TO THE FIN!Stt"
Sweepstakes, where you could win one o(these
great prizes:
GRAND PRIZE-ONE WINNER
An all-expense-paid trip for two to Paris for the
1990 Tour de France.

Buy APC,
Get A Bike FREE!

FIRST PRIZE-50 WINNERS
A Raleigh Assault~ or Finesse 11 All-Terrain Bike.

Not applicable with any other special discounts
DESSERTS EXCLUDED

Expires May 31, 1990

~ Cas~""b~F'Bi;nca
)"·~~

1~!~~

I;

~

. )

Mexican Food, Steak Rous•
andCantina
X3X8

s. c ...

,..a

Rd.

Ellen•b1fqE.
SERVING YOU SINCE 1975

SECOND PRIZE-500 WINNERS
A go-an~.'Where Fanny Pack.
THIRD PIUZE-1,000 WJNNERS
A sports water bottle.
To enter, just race over to the campus contact
listed at right and ask to take a free test drive on
one of our featured desktop PCs. It just might be
the most rewarding test of your college career!

Mike Lindell
963-8717

ZENnH DATA SYSTElfS INNOVATES AGAIN'"

ZINITNn

data systems

925·X•9J

~-

Form No. 1246

...

1111

HURRY! SWEEPSTAKES ENDS JUNE 8, 1990!
Graphics simulate Mic!"osofl• Wlndo'K'S. a product of Microsoft Corporation
•Qualifying systems include Z-286 LP Modcl 20_. Z-286,LP/12 Modcl 20, Z-286
LP/12 Modcl 40 when purchased wtth an)' Z•nith Data Systems VGA Monitor.
199Q. Zenith Data Systems

Don't you dare miss the Parents' Weekend Highlight performer,

Mike Neun.
Appearing in the SUB Theatre on
Saturday, May 12th at 8 p.m.

:
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This Spring Papa John's
..... Goes out on the Road!
:
/ Don't Miss these hot acts as they appear all over cam-

.

11 pus.
/Wednesday, May 9th-Muzzall Lounge:
• • • • • • • • • • • • • .!
The Divining Rods
All shows start at 8 p.m.
Wednesday May 16th-Dean Science Hall Lawn:
Except Jason Howard which
Jason Howard &.and a Band of Merry Friends
starts at 7 p.m. ~ · they are
., Wednesday May 23rd-Meisner Lounge:
Free. Sponsored by ASCWU.
Super Sax &.JCBC Vocal Jazz
Wednesday May 30th-B~o Lounge:
Comedy Club; Featuring Steve Nielleson
This is a paid advertisement

~

. . . L!J.
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Opinions
Just what are they trying to promote here?
by TAMI SCHRANK
Editor

In an age of alcohol awareness,
rituals such as the annual business
and economics club bash seem
almost out of place.
It is a ritual, however, and the
ritual will go on, though maybe not
quite the wild event it has been in
the past.
Being a responsible club, B and E
started to work its way through the
liquor license channels more than a
month ago. If it weren't for some
political intervention, however, they
might still be waiting for it.
When the club looked into getting
the license which is required for the .
planned beer garden, it met just a
slight bit of resistance.
The Washington State Liquor
Control Board first came up with a
list of stipulaitons they had to meet.
They include:
•written permission from Boise
Cascade Co. which is donating the
park.
•written permission from the
university.
•a limit of 500 participants.
•a minimum of five social attendants.
•a barrier at least four feet high
around the beer garden.
•The beer garden being limited to
50 feet by 100 feet.
The WSLCB asked for written
permission from Boise Cascade and
the unversity apparently after it had
already spoken to the parties on the
phone and gotten verbal permission.
The B and E club went beyond the
WSLCB requirements. The club
plans to have vans going from the

Letters

Illustration by Brendan Stowell

SUB parking lot to the park. Another van will be available to shuttle
people from the parking lot to the
actual party site.
The club is also going to provide
soft drinks for minors.
It seems the club has done just
about everything humanly possible
to assure that the party would be
safe and legal.
And the WSLCB had the gall to
originally deny the liquor license. It
took a call from state Senator Frank
"Tub" Hansen to get the license
approved when it was denied for no

apparent reason.
The excuse I heard was that the
party would promote irresponsible
drinking and would provide too
much of an opportunity for minors
to drink.
By offering soft drinks as an
alternative and having the social attendants monitoring the beer garden
- the only place alcohol is allowed
- the club is doing everything but
banning minors to ensure they don't
drink alcohol.
Had the WSLCB ultimately
denied the license, wouldn't that

Letters to the Editor

Loss of religious funds And the sensible way
disappointing to one
to another; especially
To the Editor:
since it's his tuition
As a former senator on the senate at Tacoma Community College and having held
other past student government positions, I'm
very disappointed in hearing that religious
groups could lose funds. In my book this is
wrong.
It is interesting to know that any other
group under the sun can get funding. Even
immoral groups. The people for stopping
funding need to go back and look at the
Constitution.
Is this separation of church and state or
discrimination?

Signed,
Andrew Demko

To the Editor:
The issue here is clearly the separation of
church and state. Religious clubs should not
be using taxpayers' money or my tuition. The
main thing is that CWU is a state school. If the
money that was given to the groups was just
used for transportation and "won't affect
religious clubs' ablility to take trips," why is
Central putting itself in an awkward position
with the attorney general?

Signed,
I van Isaacson

then be promoting irresponsible
drinking? The students would
probably have the party anyway,
they just wouldn't have the safety
precautions.
It seems like the WSLCB would
want to reward the efforts of this
club because it is setting an example.
The community should stand
behind the commitment of the B
and E club to make this tradition a
safe one for all.
It is one issue the student and the
community should pull together on.
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Scene
Jazz festival set
for this weekend

Play adapted to Seattle setting

by GINA L. ZUKOSKI

by LISA rpQRTER

Staff Writer

Staff Writer

More than 20 select high school jazz
bands and jazz choirs are scheduled to
perform in the 15th annual CWU Invitational Jazz Festival this weekend at Hertz
Recital Hall.
Since its inception in 1975, the oldest
non-competitive high school jazz festival
in Washington state has traditionally coincid.ed with Parents' Weekend.
Until last year the climax of the festival
was a Saturday night concert, which featured a guest artist backed by CWU' sown
jazz groups.
Past artists included "tremendous talents Jon Hendrix, Ernestine Anderson,
Ramsey Lewis, and Doc Severinson in
1986," CWU music professor and festival director John F. Moawad said.
This tradition has been replaced with a
concert featuring only CWU's groups.
Moawad gave several reasons for this
move.
"First, the time necessary for adequate
rehearsal with the guest artist on Saturday
afternoon took too much time away from
listening and overseeing the high school
groups," he said. "Secondly. the cost of
most top-name performers has become
almost prohibitive."
This year 10 bands and 12 choirs from
all over Washington state will perform.
"These groups demonstrated at competitive festivals that they are excellent to
superior," Moawad said.
. Moawad invites the groups to perlorm
here and Deborah Castleman is the festival coordinator.
_"There is a back-log of music directors
waiting to have their groups attend,"
Moawad said. "Every year it becomes
increasingly difficult to accommodate all
the interested schools."
A unique aspect of this festival is that it
is non-competitive and dedicated to the
sharing of educational jazz. Without
fudges or adjudicators, each school is
given 30 minutes to showcase their best
music.
"The sky's the limit" for the material
performed, Moawad said. .
At the conclusion of the festival, CWU' s
student chapter of the International Association of Jazz Educators evaluates the
performances and awards scholarships to
. the outstanding high school musicians
who plan to attend Central. These scholarships usually amount to $300 per winner for the next school year.
Everyone is welcome to attend any of
the high school performances as well as
the concert by CWU' s own groups.
For those high ·school students who are
still in town and CWU students and parents, there will be a "Jam for Lunch"
Sunday at noon in Hertz Recital Hall.
This concert will feature Jazz Band I and
Vocal Jazz I.

"Run for Your Wife" is full of surprises for all, including Mary Smith (Anneliese Childress).
who finds out her husband John (Troy Blendell) has another wife. (photo by Christopher
Stone)
~~--:---~~~~~~~~-~~~~- -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Central's IAJE
chapter wins
national contest
The International Association of Jazz
Educators announced CWU as the winner of
the 1989-1990 student chapter contest.
.Central competed against other colleges
and universities in the less than 10,000
student enrollment category.
_The award is based upon the number of
students currently holding active membership.
CWU has won this award numerous times,
the most recent being during the 1987-l988
school year.
Music professor John Moawad is the adviser ofIAJE, Dem.a Pogrebniak is this year's
president and Jon Wikan is vice-president.

Jazz fest schedule-----Friday, May .n .
,
6 p.m ..- Umversity Jazz Band• 6:30 p.m. C~ Jazz Choir II • 7 p.m. -Bainbrid~e
High Jaz~ Band• 7:30 p.m. ~AC. Davis
JazzCh01r-8p.m.~SouthK1ts~pJazzBand
• ~:30 p.m. -Juanita_ Jazz Chmre 9 p.m. ~
EisenhowerJazzCholf •9:30p.m.-Juan1~a

Jazz Band• 10 p.m. - Evergreen Jazz Cholf
• 10 p.m.-CWU Stage Band II
Saturday' May 12
10 a.m. - Selah Jazz Choir • 10:30 a.m. -

Thanks to Dr. Milo Smith, theater is com- .
ing to Central in more ways than one. The
dinner theater presentation, "Run for Your
Wife," opens tonight.
The play was originally set in England, but
Smith opted to bring it a little closer to home.
He adapted the play to be set in Seattle and
has changed the British-style dialogue to be
more American.
"Run for Your Wife" is being produced by
the combined efforts of the drama department and Central's dining services. According to Smith, the show will unite the ever
popular setting of a dinner theater with the
talents of a well-polished cast.
The comedy centers around the loyalty and
devotion of a young Seattle cab driver - to
both of his wives.
Theplaytakes theaudienceonJohnSmith 's
adventures from wife to wife and finds him in
a tangled predicament on borrowed time. The
action will take place in the Puget Sound
neighborhoods of Ballard and Capitol Hill.
"Run for Your Wife" will be the last directing endeavor for Smith, who will retire in
June.
This play is Smith's 55th at Central. He has
been a moving force behind dinner theater
presentations here.
Tonight and next Thursday, the dinner will
consist of pizza, pop, salad. At the May 11, 12
and 18, 19 dinner theaters, a baron of beef or
sweet and sour chicken main dish and various
wine selections will be offered.
Dinner will be served at 6:30 p.m. and the
show starts at 8 p.m. Tickets are available at
the SUB information booth, Shapiro's and
Downtown Pharmacy.
Central students cast in the play are Jennifer Fox and Troy Blendell, both of
Enumclaw; Mike Bradley and Dan Nelson,
both of Port Orchard; and Kay Miles of
Ellensburg. Others in the cast include Anneliese Childress, Len Williams and Chris
Schmidt.

Kentridge Jazz Band • 11 a.m. - Bothell
Jazz Choir• 11 :30 a.m. - Rose Hill Jr. High
Jazz Band • 1: 15 p.m. - Cascade Jazz Choir
• 1:45p.m.-OlympicJazzBand•2:15p.m.
- South Kitsap Jazz Choir• 2:45 p.m. Pasco Jazz Choir • 3: 15 p.m. - Roosevelt
Jazz Band • 3:45 p.m. _ Kamiakin Jazz
Choir. 4: 15 p.m. _Mead Jazz Choir. 4:45
p.m. - Prairie Jazz Band • 5:15 .m. cWU Vocal Jazz I and Jazz Band I p

•.:•••·:·:•:::.•,::::,::(·•·:•.:::.,:.;·::
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Central to host a medieval fair? Surely you joust
by MARLA PUGH
Staff Writer

This is an example of the medieval costumes that will be worn at the
Medieval fair. (Observer photo)

In the kingdom of An Tir, between 300A.D. to 1600A.D., there
lived a noble people who gathered
to fight, dance and tell stories.
Kamola Hall and the Society for
Creative Anachronism will host a
medieval fair and mountain festival
on Saturday from noon to 5 p.m. in
the Kamola Hall courtyard. It will
include a demonstration of medieval fighting, merchanting, storytelling and singing.
Alex Taub, alias Father Chutzpah, explains the SCA is "an organization dedicated to medieval
knowledge by recreating the time
period."
Taub said the society first began
25 years ago in Berkeley, Calif. and
has spread worldwide and includes
315,000 members.
The Ellensburg group started this
year and, with the help of established society members from Yakima, are training to fight. They

will get to prove their skills against
the Yakima group, which challenged them to a battle, claiming
old age and treachery will always
overcome youth and enthusiasm.
Ellensburg society leader Eric
Lindstrom (alias Eric the Unknown)
and Father Chutzpah are prepared
to meet that challenge, and invite
everyone to come see the fight and
other medieval activities.
To become a member of the society, Taub explains one must invent

$100

a fictitious history about himself,
like Taub's Father Chutzpah persona. The history must be thoroughly researched and fit within the
actual time period. By researching
the medieval age, members learn
more about its culture and customs.
In the SCA, Washington state
belongs to the kingdom of An Tir,
which also encompasses the Idaho
panhandle, Oregon and the Canadian provinces of British Columbia, Alberta and Saskatchewan.

BUCKS$

THAT WE WANT TO

GmE '1~

'1~Yi

TO THE BEST LIPSYNC PERFORMANCE
CROWD RESPONSE DETERMINES THE WINNER

WHEN?
DATE: JUNE 1st

WHERE?
WILDCAT NIGHT CLUB

TIME: CLUB OPENS AT 9:30
LIPSYNC STARTS AT 11 :00

Artistry of Eileen and Co.

$2.00 COVER
STARTING FRIDAY

Tuesdays Only: men's basic haircuts at $7.50
(mustaches and beards extra)

925-9715

PARTY TONIGHT?
Term Paper Due?
Let the Professionals at

WILDCAT WEDNESDAY

* * * * * * * * * * *

*We specialize in editing, punctuation, and spellcheck
*Satisfaction Guaranteed
*Call for free estimates

------------------10% off with this coupon

222 East 4th

..

---_;;;;,_

..

....:::~-'-.-'""'-:_Jie?'"T?'~-

__

Give a Gift From Ellensburg

WINERY - GIFT SHOP
Monday - Friday 10-3; Saturday 11-4; Sunday 12-4

Local artists from Ellensburg and Yakima have
brought in their homemade crafts for our Gift Shop.

·COFFEE SHOP
Monday - Friday 10-3

The coffee shop will feature a lunch special
~every Friday for $4.85
606 W. 3rd · Ellensburg, WA
925-2998

MAY 23rd

for further info: 962-2520

is sing Person*

Do the work while you play

~

MAc<ff6~~flfPH01i

206 E. 4th Ave.

Elfensburg

4th

COMING ATTRACTION

VALLEY SECRETARIAL SERVICE

925-9225

w.

SIGN UP FRIDAY, MAY 11th AT THE WILDCAT CLUB

*

418 N. Pine

EAGLES
310

Announces
4:30, 7 p.m. daily, 2 p.m. Sat & Sun*
"Glory" Academy-Award winning *
best supporting actor
*
9:25 p.m. daily "Wild Orchid"
starring Mickey Rourke and
*
*Jacqueline Bisset
12 mid. Fri, Sat & Sun "Blazing
*
Saddles"

AT THE

962-9500
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Recreation part 1: my vision of hoops becomes a nightmare
t all started innocently
enough. I asked Mike
Bush to shoot some hoops
with me. I had this vision
of the two of us pumping the ball
from ridiculous distances and
maybe playing some one-on-one
in a park under a street light. Just
something to get my butt out of
my apartment and physically
active.
Upon discovering we had no
basketball to play with, we
decided to settle for Nicholson
Pavilion and check out a ball.
Upon arrival-no balls left.
"Well, let's go check out the
gym," Mike says. Meandering
through the maze of lockers and
heavily latex-painted cement
blocks in the men's locker room, I
immediately felt stupid. Not
stupid because I was there, just
stupid.
In the gym, about four different
games are underway, and Mike
spotted a one-on-one game in the
comer. "Let's join them," he said.

I

SUMMER JOBS
OYr.r

so. ono

"'.-..~

Jnh QJ,...nlnti" .'\t n"ll'ot't•.

A..-1111....,•nt l'.'1rk". llol•"IS, l'lo'1llnt1.1l
Pat' ks . Bu• l """'"efl. Cru Lfte I. Ines. Ranchift•
and '90re in th• lJ.S., C,11n.-.ic1A. AuAtr .. J.l• and
20 other cf'untrte11. COf'llpJ-.te Olrtterory only
(!•., ..,,,. .

$19.?S. llon'I . .,,.It till arter (!11.,15. Send
to ·su.-er Jotu•. ors""r ll!Ol9. Colorado
Spr ln11•. Colorado. 80917

Wait. Playing hoops with
strangers? Okay, it's just two
guys, that's not so bad. I'm easy.
I'm game. Whatever.
Then came these rules from
hell. I still can't recall them, but
they had a ring like "take back
after three", "go 'til 11 ", "call
your own fouls" and "no flatulating without everyone's
consent."
Ball's in play! What? We're
playing? I got the ball. Shoot!
Pass! Yo, Mike! Here! Whoops!
Sorry, dude. Is that a foul? Block!
Layitup!Whoops!Rebound!
Shoot! Whoops! Rebound! Shoot!
Whoops!
After we hit a 3-3 tie, Mike and
I both felt like we had lungs the
size of party balloons. Ball's in
play, again! Go! Grab! Steal!
Block! Shoot!
It was a tough loss, but I was
surprised because I had no idea
what the score was after the tie.
The guys we played insisted we
play again and switch teams. Hey,

301 N. Pine
925-6574

The

I

Tour Guides, Gift shop cashiers, etc. Both

Planned
.
®
Parenthood
NOW IN ELLENSBURG
*Low Cost Birth Control
*Pregnancy Testing

*Annual Exams
*Counseling

*Screening and Treatment for Sexually
Transmitted Diseases

Fees are based on your income
CALL TODAY FOR AN APPOINTMENT

925-7113

TRY
OUR NEW
PEPPERONI
PIZZA FEAST
FOR $8.99

skilled and unskilled people needed. Call

(719) 687-6662

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

10%
off
hairstyle
&
products

GAME ROOM
Mon. Closed
Tues.-Thurs. 11-9
Fri. & Sat. 11-11
Sun. 1 - till you 're done
playing

LOADED WITH CHEESE AND EXTRA PEPPERONI.
BUY NOW AND GET ANOTHER FOR JUST $4.00 MORE.

107 E. 3rd
925-7065

II®

Aqua Socks

. IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA~
925-6941

Call Cs!

Hours:

by Propet

11:00 am-1 am Sun-Thurs.

Special $19.88

klT'ltt'.:

:c t<lsure Silfe anv1119 . ()1990 Oomino·s Pim .

am-2 am Fri., Sat. ·

reg.$ 25.99

Mundy's

PIZZA FEAST

$4.47 plus tax

1
1
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I
I
I
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pen•knd f<>t late deliveries.

··c;ieN1G-H'i·----~-- ----FREE·--------~
6-PACK"OF COKE®

Good 10pm-2am
$7.00 plus tax
:

Medium size, original style 2.topping pizza plus 2 cokes.

1

I

925-9725

...,

Any medium- original style pizza
1 . with one topping ordered between
: .11 -am and 4 pm. Additional top1 . ~ings .75¢.

Try our new pepperom Pizza Feast
(any size) For Only $8.99 and get
any other 2 topping pizza for $4.00

1

:

Men & Women's Sizes

Pe~d

Inc

··,;EPPeRoNi·----~-~ Lu'NCH~sPEciAL
I

$8.99 plus ~a~

4th &

11

OPEN FOR LUNCH EVERY DAY
Oekvtry arus

-Black/Royal
- Black{furquoise
- Black/Lime
- Black/Fuchsia

See Shirtless maniacs page 12

Year round & summer jobs available, $300·
$600 per week. Stewards, Social Directors,

Come check out what we have for your entertainment!

~-.·

seventh-grade P.E. class. I'm
wide open to take the easy lay-up,
and I feel invisible. My teammate
can't find an open man, so I run to

312 North Pine

Ellensburg's newest fun spot!
.·

guard. No one's eyes meet mine.
I'm lost and confused and the
ball's in play!
Pass! Shoot! Grab! Yank!
Squeak! Poke! And there I stood,
shirtless and regressing back to

CRUISE LINE OPENINGS
HIRING NOW!!

<Windy Cay
Chat n' Curl

these guys were okay. I was
getting a second wind, I was
ready to play again.
But wait. One of the guys
wanted to play some full-court
scrimmage with eight more guys.
Sooner than I could say "Magic
Johnson's real name is Earvin," a
dozen of us are shooting free
throws to decide teams. The first
five who make a free throw make
up the first team, and the second
five make up the second.
Who invented this device for
picking teams? Darwin? Obviously, the first team is gonna
clean the court with the second
team's faces.
Mike lands the fifth spot on the
first team, and I grab the fourth
spot on the second. The second
team is deemed skins.
Show me one guy who enjoys
being on the skins team, and I'll
show you an arrogant jerk with
one lonely, suicidal chest hair.
Immediately, we start wandering aimlessly to find our guy to
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Work for

Shirtless maniacs equate hoops withDarwinism
continued from Hoops page 9
the outside to get open and
maybe set up another play.
Nope. This jerk decides to
unload from 12 feet with no
one unde.r the basket for the rebound. He misses. The first
team gets the rebound, we set
up defense and I'm guarding
anyone with a shirt on and
being shoved away by his
rightful defender.
From out of the blue, some
Maui shirt lays it up for a
basket. "Who's got that man?"

my team cries. Who knows?
Moving down the court, I start
announcing play-by-play in my
head. ~'The jerk bounce passes to
the idiot and he aims for the
outside shot and fake passes it to
me. And ... Barn! Right in my
head. My teammates voted no
confidence in me after that and I
never touched the ball no matter
how aggressive I was.
When something stops being
fun, it's time to re-evaluate the
situation and make appropriate
changes, so I quit. The shirt's ·
back on and I announce my
retirement.

Just then my teammate, or the
ball-hog jerk-off with an
attitude and temper that could
keep a urologist busy for
decades, blurts without provocation, "If you didn't want to play,
you shouldn't have joined."
Anyway. I wanted to tell this
jerk to consume solid waste, but
all the power and control I had
lost in the game I regained when
I quit. They couldn't play with
an odd number of guys. That
was satisfying enough. Nyah.
How are you gonna play with
nine guys? Nyah.
I did exactly what I would've

done in seventh grade. That was
the mentality of everyone there,
and I was following suit. I
wanted to play, but if there's
going to be teams then let's see
some team work! Let's huddle,
design plays, utilize everyone,
play the way James Naismith
invented the game to be played.
I like basketball, don't get nie
wrong, but not the way it's
played in Nicholson Pavilion on
any given spring night. Give me
one-on-one outside in some
park or schoolyard under the
street lights. That would be fun.

The Observer
Positions open:
•editor
•managing editor
•scene editor
•sports editor
•photo editor
•copy editor
•production
_manager
These are paid positions.
Submit a letter ofapplication
to Gil Neal, Bouillon Hall
243 by May 25.

Escape to the

Liberty
111 f r.1.

BAHAMAS

112$-11511

-$2-.75 MAliNEES
SHOWS STARTING BEF0f":E 6:00 PM
CHllDREN $2.00 ·~MATINEE

Lucayan Beach- Freeport
Includes Air From Seattle, 8 Days/7 Nights
Lucayan Marina Hotel, Plus Vacation Value
Booklet & More! Only $587 Per Person.

.

.,
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MOTHER'S DAY
CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH - $6.95

Paradise Island Resort & Casino
~ \............__Includes Air From Seattle, 5 Days/ 4
,,
Nights, 3 Full Breakfasts & 3 Dinners,

-

10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Strawberry Blintz, Waffles, Croissants, Bacon, Ham,
Sausage, Sweet and Sour Pork Ribs, Fresh Fruit Bar,
Eggs Benedict. ..

Catamaran Cruise. Free Day of Golf ,
Tennis & More! Only $767 Per Person.

~

Cinemas

~g

JIM

VARNEY

Ernest

Goes

to Jail
~

~i:c::i ;.·~-.~
·: .'·( ,·.~J,·1: ·~,•.'·

DARYL
HANNAH

JA

•..

CrazyPeople

Steak & Lobster $9.95
Prime Rib $8.95
Ultimate Travel Services, Ltd.

~

..~t,SO··-

-

Bf. WAR.NED.

TH£: f8lj

Noon to 7 p.m.

925-3724

•·

'
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w. 8th
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-HAPPY'S MARKET
201 West Bth Ave.

A Tasteful
Celebration.

LUCKY LAGER24/11oz.btls. $4.99
ll ~ [fl LI ll
lTORTILLA CHIPS

r

i'

EAGLE@BRAND
TORTILLA
CHIPS
$1.99
NACHO & RANCH
Regular $2.;69
BUDWEISER LIGHT 12/12oz.cans $5.·6~.

.,M

· · ·+vfJflll!lllllllllllN:r'
500 VIDEOS TO CHOOSE FROM
NINTENDO games $1.99

(Adult videos section)

RAINIER 12112 oz. b11s. $4.59
Light & Dry also on sale

.

MICKEY MALT 6 Pack $3.09
NABISCO OREO 20 oz. $2.43
NABISCO NUTTER BUTTER 15.5 oz. $1.79
Double Stuf & Fudge Covered too

Prices effective Ma 3 1990 thru May 26, 1990

r-------------------------,
I
I
I
K909

MFR COUPON

EXPIRES 6/24/90

FIE SIEE2lf &-PACK

WHEN YOU BUY

one Squeezit®
6-Pack
~~~:iler: Please fill in your retail

I$

RETAILER: General Mills will reimburse you.__lor-the-shelf___,
pnceotthespec1f1edproductplus8c1fsubm1ttedm
compliance with our redemption policy Copies a11a1lable
uponreQuest Consumermustpayanysalestax Vo1d 1I
copied. prClh1b1ted or regulated Gash value l/lOOcent
Seno to GMI COUPON REDEMPTION. Box 900. MPLS .

~

MN 55460 or an author1zeo cteannghouse"
ONE COUPON PER PUl!CHASEGood only in USA. APo·s & fpo ·s
0490

GeneralMills

5

16000 47100

4

L-------------------------~
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Oh yeah? Take this, Miste·r Shotblocker
M IKE
B USH

~~

Columnist

·

There was once a time when I played
several sports well. This was back in high
school when there were only three classes of
adolescent males:
I) Jocks: These boys wore letterman's jackets, were virtually pimpleless, spent entirely
too much time doing things that required
them to sweat and, most importantly, dated
really keen-looking girls with long, wavy
ACROSS

~

1 Play
boisterously
5 Choose
8 Units of
Siamese
currency
12 Semi-precious
stone
13 Tiny _
14 Malay canoe
15 Chastise
17 Leave
19 Related on
mother's side
20 Place in line
21 Employs
23 Let it stand
24 Insane
26 Wherewithal
28 Secret agent
31 Guido's low
note
32 Metric measure

33 Concerning
34 Condensed
moisture
36 Essence
38 Witty remark
39 Salamanders
41 Type of
cabbage
43 Look fixedly
45 Taut
48 Visible signs
50 Occupying a
chair
51 Eye amorously
52 Garden tool
54 North American
rail
55 Remunerates
56 Evergreen
shrub
57 English
streetcar

DOWN

hair and bodies that were neither overloaded
with Hershey Barby-products nor completely
devoid of curves.
2) Brains: These were the geeks of the school.
They wore carefully pressed polyester slacks,
short-sleeved, button-up dress shirts and
glasses. They spent time in the chess club,
rocket club and United Dorks of America
Club. They didn't date anyone until it was
time for tolo dances when the aforementioned Hershey Bar Girls would corner them
in the lunch room and force them to attend
under threat of crushing them under the weight
of their thighs.
3) Stoners: Driving into the school parking
lot, you could always find these guys hanging
out by extremely fast-looking carsy smoking,
drinking and doing God knows what with

The
Weekly

Crossword
Puzzle

1 Dressing gown
2 Uncovered
3 Raid
4 Real estate

5 Be in debt
6 Hebrew letter
7 Spread for
drying

8 Fruit
9
10
11
16
18
22
23
24
25
27
29

30
35
36
37
38
40
42

43
44
46

47
49

50
53

Characteristics
Ripped
Surfeit
Abound
Dines
Chairs
Move about
furtively
Mire
Consumed
Skill
In favor of
Still
Feebly
Solar d.isk
Evaluate
Instructor
Liberates
Smallest
number
Halt
Roman garment
Antitoxins
Kind of cheese
Timid
Stitch
Faeroe Islands
whirlwind

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Greg Goessman.

Puzzle solution page 16

girls that looked like Joan Jett after going for the backboard and into the hands of the other
a ride in an industrial clothes dryer. They team. When we passed the ball, it went into
wore leather jackets and listened to music by the court 40 feet across the gym. When we
groups such as "Mister Kill and The Suicide tried to dribble, the ball either 1) was stolen,
Crack Snorters." Their hobbies included 2) bounced off into the distance, or 3) ricoswearing and beating up the chess club.
cheted off sur faces.
I hung out with the jocks. This wasn't
This wasn't the good time we were hoping
because I was all that great in sports. It had a for.
lot more to do with the fact that I wasn't bright
Worse yet, we were getting tired. Really
enough to be one of the brains and I wasn't tired. Suddenly, I found myself with my
big enough to take on the chess club. You hands on my knees, wheezing that Darth
might say that I was the dork of the hot shots. Vader wheeze, which is nature's little way of
So, to be one of the guys, I played sports. telling you to stop playing OR YOU ARE
Back then, I was in fantastic shape. I could GOING TO DIE.
run several thousand miles without even
Nevertheless, I kept at it. I say "I"_because
getting winded. You could wash clothes on Jay's much smarter than I am. He quit. I'm
my stomach. I owned really nice sneakers.
stupid. Someone said "Hey, let's play again,"
and because I'm only slightly more intelliThose days have passed"
Over the past five years, I've spent much gent than most domesticated farm animals, I
more time sitting on a couch or in front of a replied "Sure."
typewriter than I have on any kind of playing
I wasn't about to iet these guys beat me
surface. Bottles of Heidelberg touch my lips down. I'm extremely macho that way. So, we
more often than do bottles of Gatorade. I get played again. And again. And again.
winded over especially exciting episodes of
Soon I began to realize my role on the team.
"The A-Team." My sneakers are trash.
We had two guys who, no matter where they
So when my friend Jay called, I was a litt_le were on the court, no matter who might be
hesitant about playing basketball with him. open RIGHT UNDER THE BASKET, they
He wanted to go to "open gym" in Nicholson were going to shoot the ball. We had another
Pavilion to shoot hoops. I wasn't necessarily guy - a large guy - whose duty it was to
worried about Jay out-running me- he's. in stand under the basket, elbow people in the
worse shape than I am ~ but I was worried face and get repounds. Still another guy was
the one who ·was responsible for yelling
about the others that would be there.
Freshmen.
"PASS THE BALL" to the rest of us. My job
Not that I'm afraid offreshmen-It'sjust was to run up and down the court, rarely get
that I remember when I was one. They're in my hands on the ball, slap high fives with the
better shape than I am. They haven't quite rest of the team and occasionally say things
sucked down enough beverages to form a like "nice try" when one of my teammates
belly yet. They haven't played enough poker would do something incredibly stupid like
games to blacken their lungs with cigar smoke shoot the ball over 28 defenders, all taller
yet. Most of all, they don't have serious than him, FROM HALF COURT.
lifetime girlfriends yet, so they're still conWhat I should have been saying was "Gee,
cerned with what they look like.
you should be kicked out of the gym for
We near-graduates are different. Those of taking that shot" or, better yet, "I HOPE
us who want girlfriends (because we thrive YOUR LOBOTOMY TURNED OUT
on mental anguish), have girlfriends. We ALRIGHT!" But I'm much too nice for that.
don't care what we look like and have, by
Instead I took to taking shots myself. I
now, destroyed our bodies to the point where ignored the "pass-the-ball-guy" and took to
one or two trips up a flight of stairs could send driving the lane like some kind of short, white
us to the hospital, let alone running up and Michael Jordan in beat-up Reebocks. I scored
down a basketball court.
maybe four points. I would've scored more
Anyway, we went down to the court and except for this great big fat guy who decided
got up a game of ball with eight other guys to stand right in front of me and, whenever I
who acted like they knew what they were threw the ball toward the basket, would slap
doing. When they threw the ball into the air, the ball, not only away from the hoop, but all
it went in the basket. When ·they passed the the way to remote African jungles where the
ball, it went to the person it was intended for. ball will never be found.
When they dribbled the ball, it bounced back
The last time he blocked my shot, he pointed
at me and shouted "WRITE ABOUT THAT,
into their hand.
This was not the case for me and Jay. When · MISTER COLUMNIST!!"
we threw the ball into the air, it caromed off
So I did. I hope he's happy.
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"Let's go here . It should be real crowded
this year."
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Tennis teams
ousted early
in tournament
by ERICH BOLZ
Staff Writer

The CWU men's and women's
tennis teams concluded their respective seasons last weekend by
hosting the district tournament.
The 'Cats failed to capitalize on
the home-court advantage.
Although no Central player
nabbed a singles or doubles title,
several individuals were able to
advance past the first round of the
tournament.
The women were led by Jill Nelson, who defeated Kristina Petgrave
of Seattle University in the first
round, 6-1, 6-3, and Whitman's
Alicia Schomburg in the second
round 6-4, 6-3.
In the third round, Nelson was
upended by semifinalist Kate
M~rphy of the University of Puget
Sound.
·
Nelson and teammate Nancy Cole
notched a doubles win in the first
round, but were defeated in the
second round by Lisa Dick . and
Maria McDonald of UPS. Dick and
McDonald advanced to the doubles
semifinals before being eliminated.
Number-one seed Leilani Magee
of UPS defeated Whitman's Christy
Lindquist for the singles title, and
teamed with Murphy to take the
doubles title.
Magee's sterling play led the
Loggers to the team title, as UPS
won with 28 points. Central's
women finished with only three
points.
On the men's side of the draw,
Central' s Bob Strickland scored the
only point for the 'Cats, as l1~ defeatedJeffSmiley of Seattle Pacific
University 3-6, 6-2, 6-4.
Strickland was beaten in the second round by LCSC' s Clay Crema,
who advanced to the semifinals.
The district men's singles title
was taken by Lewis-Clark State's
Ashley Grant.
Grant, the No. 1 seed, defeated
Ian Haworth of Pacific Lutheran
University, 6-4, 6-2, and teamed
with Bob Uhlenkott to take the
doubles title.
LCSC won the team title by 11
points over the Lutes.
Both the LCSC men and the Logger women will advance to Overland Park, Kan., to compete in the
NAIA national tournament in two
weeks.
Perennial men's power PLU and
the women's squad from Whitman
are also under consideration for atlarge berths in the national tournament.
The only 'Cat who won't return is
No. 1 singles player Rob Davis.
Reflecting upon his career at
CWU, Davis said, "It's been agreat
experience playing on the tennis
team for four years. I don't have
any profound words, it's just been
great."
In this year's tournament, Davis
was beaten in the first round by last
year's district champion Gary Gillis of PLU.

'Cats·to battle Pirates for title
by GARY B. GUENTHER
Staff Writer

The CWU baseball team will host
the best-of-three NAIA District 1
playoffs this weekend against Whitworth beginning with a doubleheadertomorrow at noon on Tomlinson Field.
A third game, if needed, will be
played Saturday at 1 p.m.
Central traveled to Walla Walla
Tuesday for a single game with
Whitman, but the trip was a lost
cause.
The winless Missionaries forfeited
the game because the Whitman
Coach suspended five of his 13
players Tuesday morning. ·
The coach attempted to call CWU
to explain the situation, but the team
had already left.
For the fourth year in a row,
Central and Whitworth will battle
for the District 1 title. All games will
be nine innings.
Last Monday, Central split a
doubleheader with Lewis-Clark
State College, losing 2-0 in the
opener. They then avoided the sweep
by taking a 6-4 decision in the nightcap.
Central posted an impressive victory, beating LCSC pitcher Mark
Yockey who entered the contest with
a 9-0 record.
With Central leading 1-0 in the
fourth, Dave Herrick led off with a
double, advanced to third on a sacri-

fice grounder and scored on Todd
Gibson's grounder to second.
· The Warriors answered with
three runs in the top of the sixth to
take a 4-3 lead, but Central answered with three runs in the bottom half of the sixth to finish the
scoring.
Kirk Johnson picked up the win
for the 'Cats to move his record to
1-1 on the season.
Central scored four runs in the
bottom of the eighth inning to take
a thrilling 14-10 victory over Pacific Lutheran University last
Wednesday at Tomilison Field, fo
clinch an NAIA District 1 playoff
berth.
In the bottom of the eighth with
thescoretied 10-10, TomMagruder
doubled to drive in the pinch-running Gibson.
Pinch-hitter Jim Paoletti then hit
a two-run single and catcher Garrett Simmelink stroked a gamewinning RBI double to score Brent
Johnson, who was running for
Paoletti, to nail do~n the victory
for the 'Cats.
Herrick became the first Central
player to collect four hits in a game.
Pitcher Mike Ferguson, who
hasn't allowed an earned run in his
last 12 2/3 innings, pitched the final
four innings to record the win for
the 'Cats.
"It was just a great team win,"
said CWU coach Ken Wilson.
"We were in a situation where

Junior Scott Budnick is one of several promising pitchers on the Wildcat
roster. (photo by Kirsten Barber)
we had to win to stay in the playoffs
and we did it," Wilson said. "It

doesn't matter how you do it, just as
long as you make it."

Olson, 'Cats primed for district meet
by ERICH BOLZ
Staff Writer

The CWU track and field team
travels to Bellingham this weekend for the NAIA District 1 track
meet, hosted by Western Washington University.
Last weekend, Ron Olson broke
two Central records in the Tartan
Cup Invitational at Spokane Falls
Community College, while tuning
up for the district meet.
Olsofl broke his own record in
the high jump with a national qualifying leap of 6-10 1/2. And in his
third fling of the javelin this spring,
Olson heaved it nearly 193 feet.
Central won nine events in the
non-team scoring meet and Greg

Olsen won two for the 'Cats. Olsen
won the 110-meter high hurdles
and the 400-meter run.
Dave Phillips won the hammer
throw and Keith Baker won the
200-meter run. Central's 4xl00meter and 4x400-meterrelay teams
both won.
Ivan Isaacson in the400 hurdles,
Olson in the javelin, and Heather
Wade in the 200-meter run and
400 hurdles, posted district-qualifying marks.
LeAnne Trople and Kelli Lambert posted victories for the women,
asdidthe4x400relayteam. Trople
won the 5000-meter run and Lambert the 800-meter run.
The 'Cats will be out to defend
championships in five men·'s
events at the district tournament,

and look to improve on last year's
second-place finish to Pacific
Lutheran University.
Returning champions for the
Wildcats include Phillips in the
discus, Olson in. the long jump
and triple jump, Baker in the 110meter high hurdles, and the 400meter relay team.
Phillips is the district leader in
the shot put and the discus, while
Olson ranks first in the high jump
and two other events.
Olson, the work-horse of the
team, has qualified for eight events
in the district meet and will compete in seven, the exception being
the pole vault.
On the women's side, PLU is
the defending champion and will
be challenged closely by Simon

Fraser. The Lady 'Cats are hoping
to improve on last year's fourthplace finish.
The women's top finisher at last
year's district meet was Kris
Kjolso, who placed third in the
long jump.
Coach Charles Chandler said
Western may be a team to look out
for in the meet, but is optimistic
about Central's chances at
district's.
"We're going to pick up a lot of
points in the sprints and field
events," Chandler said. "The key
could be how well we do in the
distance events."
The meet gets underway tomorrow with preliminaries in the running events and finals in several
other events.

Central football staff adds two coaches
The CWU football program has
hired two assistant coaches to replace Scott Ricardo and Doug
Adkins, who took assistant coaching positions at Humboldt State and
Oregon Tech respectively.
Jeff Zenisek and Greg Olson, both
former CWU players, will coach on
the defensive side of the football.
Zenisek will coach either the defensive line or the linebackers, while
Olson will probably coach the defensive backs.
Zenisek, a native of Riverton,

Wyo., played center in the 1980
and 1981 seasons and played two
seasons at Wenatchee Valley College before enrolling at Central,
where he earned his bachelor's
degree in education in 1983.
Zenisek also earned his master's
degree in education from Central in
1985 and was a graduate assistant
at CWU in 1982 and 1983 and at
WashingtonStatein 1984and 1985.
Zenisek coached for four seasons
at Orcas Island High School from
1986-90 and compiled a record of

19-17.
Olson is Richland native who
graduated from Richland High
School in 1981 and then played two
seasons at Spokane Falls Community College.
Olson played quarterback at
Central in 1983 and 1984 and was
an assistant coach with SFCC and
WSU, where he was a graduate
assistant the past three seasons ..
He earned his bachelor's degree
from Central in 1986 and his
master's degree in physical educa-

tion from WSU this spring.
CWU head coach Mike Dunbar
said the exact coaching assignments
for Olson and Zenisek haven't yet
been determined, pending the
completion of the coaching staff.
Note: Central's annual football
coaching clinic will be held tomorrow and Saturday at Nicholson
Pavilion.
Six different coaches will speak
at the clinic, as will Dunbar. Registration will be at 6 p.m. Friday at
Nicholson Pavilion.

Thurs<1:ay May I0, 1990

ROTC sponsors run/walk
by SHANNON DOWNS
Staff Writer

The Air Force ROTC, Army
ROTC and Arnold Air Society are
sponsoring a run/walk this weekend.
The "Run With the Wind" 10kilometer run and "Walk With the
Breeze" SK walk will be Saturday.
The walk will begin at 8:30 a.m.,
·with registration beginning at 8:20
a.m. The run will begin at 10 a.m.,
with registration beginning at 9:45
a.m.
Both races will start on the west
side of Nicholson Pavilion and will
circle the CWU campus, finishing
at the starting point. Water and first
aid will be provided along the race
course.
"In the past only the 1OK run was
offered,"said Brent Gillespie, director of the event. "The 5K walk is
a new addition."
In determining award recognition,
the races are divided into groups by
age. The divisions are ages 1-18,

19-29,30-39,40-49,and50-up. The
overall top three men and women
will receive trophies, as well as the
top man and woman in each division.
Prizes will also be awarded after
the race on a random drawing basis. ::. $Ull)01er f()i\boys·at1ii.'glr~$ ages'6.. . skillsiW:Jeff.efies:said. .. .. . ....... .. . . . ...Witlifiousiriga1igJ:ilt mealsfas weli"
' ']th~@ : : ' aiff.~rxqM:pr.ggrams'\,,ana ., , ~':t}!~ £~IBll'activitie~for '$ l95Nim'
"We have numerous prizes," .<:!~:': ~:~.~ <"· :.: . .··:- ":.·:<'.:::::'.'!':+>-::::.·:'":?d _.::':F::::<.. :. , ,
Gillespie said. "There are lots of
little prizes and a couple of big
ones."
The big prizes include a free car
alignment by Les Schwab Tire Co.,
and tickets to Wrestlemania at the
Sundome in Yakima, which were
donated by radio station KXLE.
Fees for the race are $10 for the
1OK race and T-shirt, $8 for the 1OK
race only, $7 for the 5K walk and TGUADALAJARA
shirt, and $5 for the walk only.
SUMMER SCHOOL
According to Gillespie, about 70
Thirty-Eighth ysar
runners are expected for the 1OK
run and more than 200 for the 5K
·walk.
"The majority of the runners and
All CWU Performers , 9
walkers will be parents who are
May 12, 8-10:30
.,
l~ ~1;.
July 2 ·August 10, 1990
here for Parents' Weekend,"
11
1407 North B (CMA) ? ' :
Spend six weeks In beautiful
Gillespie said.
iJ t,....~ 1~.~ \ ,,--,/
,'

BIG BAND SWING
HOT JAZZ
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At Olsten, students can get part-time
jobs that leave time for Chemistry 101.
If you want to earn extra cash for those -'
"extra-curricular" commitments, come to
Olsten. We're specialists in finding temporary
jobs that are ideal for college students.
jobs that fit your skills. And your schedule.
jobs that offer top pay. And good experience.
Let Olsten find you temporary jobs
that leave enough time for the important
things in life.

l1Klll

'
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Guadalajara teaming practical,
everyday Spanish In the University
of Arizona's lntenalve program of
accredted mdergraduate
and graduate col.l'ses.
Areas of study Include:
.
Basic & Intensive Spanish,
Language & Uterature, Mexican Art,
Music & Dance, Biiinguai Education,
Hstory, and Anttvopology.
Trips to surrounding areas
and Mexico City.
Tuition: $540
Room & Board In
Mexican home: $560

(address)

The Working Solution.
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Proceeds to Youth Services of Kittitas County
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•ATHLETIC WEAR•
~
•ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT•®\l:/'
•SHOES•
• BEACHWEAR •
C1
• SWIMWEAR •
~
•BOOKS•
• TENNIS EQUIPMENT •

Parents and Students come in and show off
your Western Swing or two-step to the tunes

!l!i!\• •'.!i'.

/rf-1~' '~ '-,)''/ l
I"7
lJ!~Oliv , ' , ' \..._l

l

Jerrols, Berrys, ·shoes Unlimited,
Mt. High Sports, Best Western,
Pine St. Music, Youth Services.
(Discount tickets available
through dorms)

IUCll811B begms.
of

ff-'4~
,f-J/,F ,'\,
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For Information, contact:
Guadalalara Summer School
Douglass Bulldlng, 315
The University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721
(602) 621-7551

SERVICES

•• 1111

The Swingtones

MOUNTAIN BIKE RENTALS

tll

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wed. Thursday Friday Saturday
Relax
Day

Free
Pool

Keg
Live
Specials Music

Pitcher
Day

Dr.
Keys

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
Now you can have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit cards in the world ...Vlsa® and MasterCard®
credit cards... "ln your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN ruRNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA® and MasterCard® the credit cards you
deserve and need for- ID-BOOKS-DEPARTMENT
STORES-TUITION-ENTERTAINMENTEMERGENCY CASH-TICKETS-RESTAURANI'SHQTELS-MOTELS-GAS-CAR RENTALS-REPAIRS-AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!

. 0\

~~0

l) .." ..

C~"c. ..1'0
~s ..rta ..~~f.O ''-~':
Goo\.O

925-4626

Dr.
· Keys

N~ turn dOWllS !
Wo credit checks!
No security deoosit !

c.\t•"J.~-c .~
di- ta
Approval absolutely guaranteed so
I: O ,. i: I f'J:C•I ;IM;«•M•J:OM :u•Jet·\ 4

. . _ _ . . . . . __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __J

----------~-------------STUDENT SERVICES,BOX 224026,HOLLYWOOD ' FL 33022 1I

YES!

IwantVISA®/MASTERCARD®Credtt
Cards. Enclosed find $15 which is 100% refundable tf not

:
I

approved immediately.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY - - - - - STATE-ZIP - - PHONE - - - - - S . S . # - - - - - - SIGNATIJRE - - - - - - - - - - - NCITE: MasterC.aro Is a registered trademark d MasterCartl lntrmat Iona!. Inc
Visa Is a registered trademark of VISA USA. Inc. and VISA lnttma!lonal

Servt~ Association

1000/o GUARANTEED!

________________________ _
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Hoey: a competitor inspired by his father
pee-wee league."
Central' s head coach, Ken Wilson,
had a lot to do with Hoey choosing
Central.
"Wilson's a good coach," Hoey
said. "Whenever I mess up, he
doesn't yell, he just pats me on the
butt and gives me encouragement."
Hoey said his first three years at

by CHRIS AMES
Staff Writer

A hat hides his short brown.hair.
His cheeks are rosy red and give the
appearance of a baby face, but don't
let that fool you.
Andy Hoey, a pitcher for the Wildcats, is anything but childlike on the
baseball field.
'Tm not too easy-going out on the
ballfield," Hoey said. "I get pretty
intense on the mound."
Hoey is the ace of this year's
pitching staff. Although they got
off to a slow start, Hoey and the
Wildcats have come on strong in
the second half of the season.
"Our talent is there," Hoey said.
Andy Hoey
"We are a lot better than anyone in
Hoey was born and raised in
our district."
Hoey, the most experienced Bremerton. He attended North
pitcher on the staff, has good reason Mason High School, where he letto believe Central can make it back tered in baseball three times.
It was Hoey's father who introto the NAIA World Series.
.
duced
him to the sport, and his
Hoey may be the man to lead the
father
continues
to support him.
'Cats back to Lewiston, Idaho, for
"I
feel
very
lucky
to have my dad
the World Series.
there,"
Hoey
said.
"Dad
has been to
"I feel as though I'm a leader on
almost
every
game
I've
played
since
this staff." Hoey said.

Summertime Employment

WINIGAH
fAMllY DAIRY

419 W. 15th Ave.

~ $4.25/ hour
'Flexible hours

-

1 \®
Q
Arby
c ':)

Food production/ Sales positions

ATTENTION - HIRING! Government
jobs-yourarea. $17,840-$69,485. Call 1602-838-8885 Ext. R-4610.
ATTENTION - EASY WORK, EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products at
home. Details: 1-602-838-8885 Ext. w-46 l 0.

Apply in person

1404 South Canyon Rd.

r-------------------,

1

·

BE A PLASMA DONOR

1
I

: EARN UP TO $106 A MONTH

:

I New donors· and old donors earn $25 for 2 visits.
That's a $5 bonus. It's a two-way street. You
help us meet the plasma needs of the
sick and injured and we'll help

Alphi

* 7-Eleven
* Super 1 Foods
* Albertsons
*Johnny's
Serve-U

925-1821

Store Hours: 11:15 a.m. - 6:30 p.m. Mon. - Sat.

___________________ _,
*An old donor is one who has not donated for 90 days.

EMPLOYERS

ARE TALKING
ABOUT US.

earn extr;Jj:·

26 S. 2nd St., Yakima, 457-7878
Hours: 7 a.m. - 3 p.m. Tuesday- Saturday

\..

cwu

Here is what just one business leader had to say
about civilian career opportunities for Army alumni:
Military experience provides many benefits
for ... graduates that ultimately makes them
worthwhile candidates for industry.
I encourage employers to seriously consider ' '
and to employ these young people as
' '
we do at Honeywell. Dr. James J. Renier
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Honeywell
Today, more than ever before, employers are looking
for the skills and personal qualities brought to the marketplace by Army-trained individuals.
So, let the Army help you put power in your
resume. For more information, see your local Army
Recruiter today.

~

Frazzini's
Welcomes
pizza
place

Parents!
Enjoy the "best pizza
in Eastern Washington .."
$3 off any large pizza
three item

$2 off any medium pizza
· three item

(HAPPY MOTHER'S DAY!)

925-6939
*Delivery*
fast, free & safe
11 a.m. to 1 a.m.

925-9855
716 E. 8th in the Plaza

BEAUTIFUL LAKE WENATCHEE
YMCA CAMP LOOKING FOR TRIP
DIRECTOR, COUNSELORS. Salary
DOE to $1200. Camp/sessions June 18 July 27. Contact Dave Campbell at (509)
662-2109 or write Wenatchee YMCA at
P.O. Box 1974, Wenatchee, WA 98801.
WRANGLERS WANTED: For privateindependent children's camp near Cle Elum.
Responsible for daily arena and trail rides,
horse and camper safety, general horse care
and various levels of horsemanship instruction. Must be a skilled rider and an effective
instructor. If you want to live on a ranch this
summer and enjoy horseback riding, teaching children, other recreation and good
weather, call Penny Blackburn, 1-674-2366.
COOKS FOR CHILDREN'S SUMMER
CAMP. Flying Horseshoe Ranch near Cle
Elum needs cooks June 12 through September 1. Responsible for keeping hungry
campers and staff well-fed! Must be a good
cook, efficient kitchen worker and enjoy
people. Previous experience cooking for
large groups not necessary. Call Penny
Blackburn, 1-674-2366.

BRING AD FOR
NEW DONOR
BONUS!

Located 6 blocks west of campus

Sergeant Gapol

SEEKING OUTGOING, DEPENDABLE PERSON TO LIVEJN NY. Private
family seeks live-in childcare for 3 yr.fold.
Experience & valid drivers license req. Opportunity for school. Room, board salary
(DOE). For info: Vergari, 24 Oriole Ave.,
Bronxville NY 10708. (914) 779-1180.

part time & full time available

You can find Winegar Milk at these locations:
*Deposit
on
bottles

SAVE BIG $$ ON IBM! Students, faculty
and staff - find out how you can save 4050% on all PS/2 systems. Please call Pete
McGuire: 962-5274.

NOW HIRING

I

MILK

EXPERIENCE SAILING! Enjoy the Puget
Sound and the San Juan Islands about a 45'
sailboat. Now accepting bookings for the
season, 3 days, 2 nights starting at $125/
person. Group rates available. MCS Sailing
Horizons. 962-2518.
WANTED: Small refrigerator. Call 9625199.

I

Dairy

Central have gone by fast. Baseball
has nearly become a year-round
sport for Hoey, a fitness major.
After graduation, Hoey wants to
play baseball professionally, but he
is still developing parts of his game.
"This year everyone will be looking at me and I don't want to let
them down," Hoey said.

SPEND YOUR SUMMER ON A
RANCH! Flying Horseshoe Ranch is hiring counselors, wranglers and cooks. Shire
your enthusiasm, horsemanship and high
moral standards with children 7-15. Private
resident camp 25 miles NW of Ellensburg.
Excellent experience for Ed, P.E. or Leisure
Services majors. Salary plus room and board
for 11-week season. Call Penny Blackbum,
l-674-2366.
WSI (Water Safety Instructor)/Counselor
wanted: To supervise swimming pool activity. See counselor ad above. Call Penny
Blackbum, 1-674-2366.
RESUMES, REPORTS, MAIL-MERGE
LETTERS. Call Iris, THE OFFICE ASSISTANT, at 925-6872.
LOOKING FOR A SUMMER JOB? Do
you like to travel & meet people? I need help
in my food concession trailer. Salary plus
room & board. 962-2524.
YAKIMA SUMMER ~MPLOYMENT/
INTERNSHIP. Seeking Business, Finance,
Marketing and Liberal Arts majors for
summer part-time employment and internship. Insurance, Financial Planning, Investments (Sales). Call 509-457-1660.
ATTENTION-EARN MONEY READING BOOKS! $32,000/yr. income potential. Details: 1-602-838-8885 Ext. 4610.
ATTENTION GOVERNMENT
SEIZED VEHICLES from $100. Fords,
Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus
Buyers Guide. l-602-838-8885 Ext. 4610.

PUZZLE SOLUTION

